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div only based on a attribute? I have below

html structure and below is the jquery i have
$("#buttonContainer").hover( function() {
$(".cal-btn").show(); }, function() { $(".cal-

btn").hide(); } ); Now i want to know if a
particular div is called. $(".cal-btn").is("cal1")

should return true; and $(".cal-
btn").is("cal2") should return false. Is there
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any way that i can change in the above code
to achieve this? A: You can use attribute

selector: $(".cal-btn[id='cal1']").is(".cal1")
$(".cal-btn[id='cal2']").is(".cal2") An

overhead valve system for a valve train or
engine valve is typically configured to

provide a hydraulic supply from a push rod
actuated hydraulic lash adjuster (

0cc13bf012

Unfortunately, if you experience any issues
with the purchase process, we are unable to
offer refunds.1. Field of the Invention This

invention relates to a photographing optical
device and a method for manufacturing the
same, and more particularly to a wide-angle
zoom lens and a method for manufacturing
the same. 2. Description of the Related Art

Conventionally, in taking a picture by use of
a camera, a photographing lens of zoom lens

system for wide-angle photographing has
been used. The principle of wide-angle

photographing is based on the fact that a
field angle of the photographing lens can be
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made wider, and a depth of field can be
made greater by shortening the focal length
of the photographing lens, thereby obtaining

a picture of a subject with a good image-
quality. However, with such a wide-angle

photographing lens, an object that is
relatively far away moves to a portion near

the optical axis, while an object that is
relatively close moves to a portion further
apart from the optical axis. Consequently,

there is a problem that an image of a subject
may become out of focus. To avoid this

problem, a wide-angle photographing lens is
used, where a focal length is made longer in

order to ensure that the object that is
relatively close remains in focus. In recent

years, there has been a tendency that
photographing lenses of zoom lens systems
are mounted on compact cameras such as

digital cameras, in place of silver-film
cameras using silver-film. In the digital

cameras, a resolution of an image pickup
device is improved, and the number of pixels
of the image pickup device is also increased.
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Such cameras are required to have high-
resolution images, and high-performance
zoom lens systems are desired. As one of
them, wide-angle zoom lenses are often

used. In order to ensure the resolution of an
image, a shorter focal length is required in

this type of zoom lens. On the other hand, in
order to ensure a wide field angle of about

40 degrees, a longer focal length is required
for the wide-angle zoom lens. In addition, in
order to ensure portability of the compact

camera, a smaller number of lens elements
are desired. Accordingly, miniaturization of a

lens system is an important factor in the
wide-angle zoom lens. Zoom lens systems

that include three, four, or five lens elements
are well known. For example, Japanese Laid-
Open Patent Applications No. Hei 10-281191

and No. Hei
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